Portfolio of 8 Grandma Moses paintings, good condition $ 120.-

Portfolio of Andrew Wyeth paintings, 4 seasons 10 paintings $ 100.-

Life and Art of Charles Schreyvogel by James D. Horan $ 100.-
Martin Schongauer, 25 Kupferstiche $ 100.-

Folder with pictures, Uniformen der Preussischen Garden, can be framed $ 12.-

Collection of commemorative stamps with Minkus pages, 19 years, 1974 to 1992, stamps not glued down, excellent condition $750.-
Antique Okarina, black, ca. 1915
Zeppelin shape $ 50.-

Hutschenreuther tea pot, blue onion design, new condition $95.-

Phillips bakelite radio, ca. 1941, 14 tube console in working condition $ 85.-
Photographic History of the Civil War, by Miller, 11 volumes $ 650.-

Antique double spindle flax spinning wheel $ 850.-

Lute (Laute) beautiful sound, ca. 1945, has a hairline crack on top, w. cover $ 950.-